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SURFACE AND BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION 

F.E. WARREN AFB PROJECT 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The primary objective of the geophysical investigation is to gain a clearer understanding 

of the litholigic and subsurface structural controls that may influence groundwater flow in the 

source area and immediately down-gradient of the source area. Figure 1, below, shows the 

general location of the Atlas Missile Site # 4 (AMS#4).  The source area is comprised of a TCE 

groundwater contaminant plume.  The auxiliary objective of this survey is to determine if similar 

lithologic and structural conditions exist in the area of the Cow Camp Well, located 

approximately five miles east of the launch facilities (i.e., the source area).  In order to meet 

these objectives, existing geologic and hydrogeologic data were integrated with surface 

geophysical data acquired by Zonge Geosciences, Inc. (Zonge), and borehole geophysical log 

data acquired by RAS Integrated Subsurface Evaluation, Inc., (RAS) in the launch facility and 

Cow Camp areas. 

Two separate surface geophysical methods were employed by Zonge as non-invasive 

subsurface evaluation techniques: 1) transient electromagnetic (TEM) soundings, or NanoTEM; 

and, 2) an electrical resistivity / induced polarization proprietary technique called Zonge 

Electrical Tomography Acquisition (ZETA).  Data acquisition for the NanoTEM surveys was 

conducted along nine separate lines across the entire site (N-1 through N-9), and data acquired 

for the ZETA surveys were collected along six separate lines (Z-1 through Z-6). Line and station 

locations with key features at the AMS#4 site are shown on an aerial photograph (Plate 1) and on 

a USGS topographic map (Plate 2).  

The geophysical data are discussed here with respect to 10 well logs and lithologic 

summaries provided by RAS, Inc., in addition to downhole information provided by USACE for 

36 drill holes in the form of formation contacts and indications of water.  
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The resistivity results clearly show expected layering, and substantial variations both 

laterally and vertically are well defined, even though the range of resistivities seen across the site 

is not large. The variability of the resistivities appears to be confirmed in the background 

information provided to Zonge. For example, lithologic information from RAS for MW-32, 

MW-27, and MW-26 (all along NanoTEM Line 1) all indicate more than 50 feet of ML material 

(silts, very fine sands) at depth in the sections, but no ML material at all is indicated in any 

boreholes on NanoTEM Line 2, which is located just 750 feet to the east. Similarly, MW-26, 

MW-27, and MW-28 (located on the northern halves of NanoTEM Lines 1 and 2) all indicate at 

least 40 feet of GW material (well-graded gravels) in the section, but nearby wells MW-32, MW-

7 (on the southern halves of NanoTEM Lines 1 and 2) indicate no GW material. Thus there is 

substantial variation east-west as well as north-south on two adjacent lines based on the borehole 

data, and substantial variability is seen in the surface geophysical data as well. 

Based on the two geophysical methods deployed at AMS#4 a well-defined contact 

between higher resistivity material interpreted to be the Ogallala formation and underlying lower 

resistivity material interpreted to be the White River formation is evident, and this contact can be 

followed along lines from known points (the drillholes). 

The geophysical survey data also indicate several features that may be important to 

understanding subsurface fluid flow. First, some surface drainages that cross the site appear to be 

correlated with low resistivity zones at depth in the White River Formation. The intersections 

between one drainage, labeled Drainage B on our maps, and five different lines all are 

characterized by low resistivity anomalies in the White River Formation. Drainages C and D also 

show low resistivity anomalies at depth, though these anomalies are weaker than those associated 

with Drainage B. Deep low resistivities associated with surface drainage patterns suggest the 

presence of deep fracture zones or preferred flow paths (changes in permeability, for example) 

that are manifested at the surface as drainage paths.  

One set of anomalies similar to those seen beneath the drainages is also seen several 

hundred feet north of the main road into the AMS#4 site. The road itself is along a very shallow 

topographic low, but the resistivity anomaly appears to be offset from the weak topographic low 

by 200 to 400 feet.   
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The surface geophysical data also indicate that some parts of the survey site are more 

variable in resistivity laterally than others, which may also influence subsurface fluid flow. The 

southern halves of Lines N-1 and N-2 show much more variation in White River resistivity than 

the other areas in general. In contrast, segments of Lines N-4 and N-9 show stretches of very 

uniform resistivity in the White River Formation.  

Figure 2 provides a 3D fence plot diagram of selected survey lines to illustrate the 

general results.  Low resistivity anomalies (shaded red) in the White River formation can be seen 

at depth beneath Drainage B, for example, and the apparent increased variability of resistivity in 

the White River formation in the vicinity of Lines N-1 and N-2 relative to the eastern lines (N-4 

and Z-2, for example) is evident.  

Two lines of data were also acquired near the Cow Camp Well, approximately 5 miles 

east of the AMS#4. The resistivity cross sections are very different however, and due to the 

limited amount of background information and the large distance from the AMS# 4 data set, it is 

not possible at this time to establish similarities in subsurface flow between the two locations.  

Results obtained from the surface geophysical investigation are very encouraging at this 

site, and provide specific targets for testing the correlation of the geophysics and the subsurface 

fluid flow. The correlation could likely be obtained by either additional surface geophysics or by 

drilling and borehole geophysics. Correlation of the Cow Camp data with AMS#4 is more 

difficult, and will probably require more background data in addition to more surface 

geophysics.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The United States Army Corp of Engineers (USACE), Omaha District, under the Defense 

Environmental Restoration Program (DERP) is conducting environmental investigations for the 

Former Atlas Missile Site No. 4 (AMS #4).  The AMS #4 is a non-National Priorities List (NPL), 

CERCLA site.  Although this site is regulated under the National Oil and Hazardous Substances 

Contingency Plan (NCP) and CERCLA, a Remedial Investigation (RI) has been underway by the 

USACE at the AMS #4 since 2004, and the tasks completed by Zonge were in support of the 

USACE RI, and were conducted under subcontract to RAS.  Surface geophysical investigations, 

performed by Zonge at the AMS #4Site, are in concordance with requirements specified in the 

work plan, Final Work Plan For Surface and Borehole Geophysical Investigations at the Former 

Atlas Missile Site 4, F.E. Warren AFB, Wyoming (RAS, Inc. & Zonge Geosciences, Inc., 

October 20, 2005). 
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Figure 1.  General Site Location Map.

Figure 1-1 
SITE LOCATION MAP 

– Former Atlas “D” 
Missile 4, Laramie 
County, Wyoming 
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AMS #4 is located approximately 20 miles west of Cheyenne, Wyoming, and 

approximately 2 miles south of Granite in Section 20, T13N R69W.  Figure 1-1 is a general site 

location map for AMS #4.The AMS #4 is one of four former Atlas “D” missile sites operated by 

the U.S. Air Force as part of the 565th Strategic Missile Squadron at the F.E. Warren AFB.   

Consisting of 703 acres, AMS #4 was acquired by purchase and condemnation between 

1959 and 1962.  Construction of the three missile launch facilities commenced shortly after 

acquisition of the property and was completed during the aforementioned timeframe.  The 

property was excessed to the General Services Administration (GSA) for disposal in April of 

1965.  In January of 1967, approximately 330 acres of fee and easements, of which 34.44 acres 

included the developed portion of the property, were conveyed by quick claim deed to Southern 

Scrap Iron and Metal Company, St. Louis, Missouri.  The property was subsequently sold to the 

Belvoir Grazing Association of Ault, Colorado.  GSA assumed accountability for the remaining 

easements and sold the remaining portion of the property, which consisted of easements over 338 

acres, in January of 1976.  The easements were subsequently sold to the Belvoir Grazing 

Association and Timnath Farms.  AMS #4 was finally acquired by the City of Cheyenne in 2003 

and is currently leased for cattle grazing and stock watering. 

Previous documentation and investigations indicate that AMS #4 had a total of ten 

underground storage tanks (USTs) that stored fuel oil and kerosene missile fuel.  All ten USTs 

were removed by the USACE in 1993.  During operation of the missile facility, intercontinental 

ballistic missiles (ICBMs) were regularly fueled as part of operational readiness testing.  After 

these readiness exercises the kerosene based rocket fuel (RP-1) was pumped back into the USTs 

and the missiles RP-1 fuel tanks and lines were flushed with approximately 25 gallons of TCE.  

TCE was used to flush fuel tanks and lines to remove any residual RP-1 fuel, thereby preventing 

accidental explosions.  The waste TCE and residual RP-1 fuel were then released into flame pits 

and subsequently discharged on the ground surface. 

Several previous investigations have been completed on Site, including a Site Inspection 

(SI), an Expanded Site Investigation (ESI), and an ESI Addendum.  The investigations involved 

surface water/sediment samples taken from Lone Tree Creek, surface and subsurface soil 

samples at the launch and service buildings, and groundwater samples from monitoring wells 
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installed on Site and outside AMS #4 perimeter.  Data acquired from these investigations are 

presented in the USACE reports regarding this Site and will not be presented in this report. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

Two separate surface geophysical methods were employed by Zonge as non-invasive 

subsurface evaluation techniques: 1) transient electromagnetic (TEM) soundings, or NanoTEM; 

and, 2) an electrical resistivity / induced polarization proprietary technique called Zonge 

Electrical Tomography Acquisition (ZETA).  These two techniques are well-suited to meet the 

project needs and objectives based on site conditions and geologic setting. 

The equipment used to conduct this survey includes a Zonge NT-32II multipurpose 

receiver.  This receiver is a backpack-portable, 16-bit, microprocessor-controlled receiver, with 

an installed NanoTem transmitter capable of acquiring NanoTEM data on as many as three 

channels simultaneously.  This processor was also used in the collection of ZETA electrical 

resistivity and induced polarization data. 

NanoTEM 

NanoTEM is a sounding (i.e., 1-dimensional) technique aimed at initially defining the 

overall conductivity contrasts defined by lithologic interfaces and variations in depth.  This 

survey technique involves transmitting a 50% duty cycle, time domain, square-wave signal into 

an ungrounded loop of wire.  These square-wave signals alternate between positive, zero, 

negative, and zero voltages and this cycle repeats 32 times per second (system specifications 

available only with Zonge Engineering Research Organization’s equipment).  The measurements 

are made when the transmitter is off, or, when the transmitter voltage is zero.  While the 

transmitter voltage is zero, decaying magnetic fields from subsurface conductors can be 

measured.  The decaying voltages can be mathematically modeled, thereby providing a vertical 

sounding of resistivity beneath the receiver loop.  Both lateral resolution and depth of 

investigation are dependent on the size of the wire loops. 
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NanoTEM is a fast-turn-off, shallow-sensing TEM system developed by Zonge for 

shallow minerals exploration, environmental applications, and groundwater applications.  The 

transmitter is capable of turning off in one microsecond, and the receiver’s first measurement 

point (corresponding to the shallowest data) is at 1.2 microseconds after transmitter turn-off.  

This fast turn-off and high sample rate allows good vertical resolution in the near-surface.  The 

turn-off time and sample rate can be adjusted according to the size of the transmitter loop, where 

the size of the loop is designed specifically for the depth of investigation and the resolution 

required. 

In the field, a square loop of wire, measuring 40 feet on each side in the launch facility 

area, and 50 feet wide in the Cow Camp well area, will be laid on the ground.  Centered inside 

the transmitter loop will be the receiver loop, measuring 3 feet on each side (for the 40-foot loop) 

and 5 feet on each side (for the 50-foot loop).  The time domain signal is transmitted into the 

transmitter loop and received with the central, smaller loop.  The receiver operator monitors data 

quality by examining standard error values, which are displayed as the data are acquired, and 

decay curve plots with error bars displayed on-screen after each set of measurements.  Each 

measurement consists of several hundred stacked and averaged cycles.  Each measurement is 

repeated at least twice to ensure data repeatability.  Once data of acceptable quality has been 

acquired, the loops are disconnected from the console and moved to the next survey station. 

Due to the instrumentation set-up described above, the NanoTEM technique is an 

electrical sounding method that produces high-resolution, one-dimensional geo-electric earth 

models through a mathematical inversion process.  The depth of investigation is, in general, 

based on the size of the transmitter loop and is typically anticipated to be approximately five-

times the loop size.  That is, for a 40-foot transmitter loop has an effective depth of investigation 

of approximately 200 feet below ground surface (bgs), depending on the lithologic properties 

beneath the instrument set-up.  Vertical resolution for layer thickness of this one-dimensional 

sounding method is considered to be better than 10 per cent of depth of burial; or approximately 

10 feet at a depth of 100 feet and approximately 20 feet at a depth of 200 feet bgs.  The accepted 

depth of investigation and vertical resolution standards in the industry are neither based solely on 

the TEM hardware, nor the field configurations of the transmitter and receiver loops; it is 
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predominately determined by the conductivity of the lithologic formation and the content of 

fluids in the subsurface formations.  Therefore, it is often difficult to substantially define these 

limits prior to on-site data acquisition.  At AMS #4, numerous borehole conductivity (or 

induction) logs were acquired by RAS.  Existing logs acquired at AMS #4 prior to this 

investigation indicate that, in general, a large (~50-100%) decrease in resistivity at the 

Ogallala/White River formation interface (e.g., FEW4-MW26), as well as fairly uniform 

conductivity in the underlying White River Formation.  These two conditions are conducive to 

good vertical and lateral resolution of changes in lithology, structure, and/or water content. 

The field approach of acquiring multiple soundings along a semi-fixed line (i.e., 

transmitter loops consecutively placed side-by-side in traverse along the ground surface 

following a general prevailing direction) permits the one-dimensional inverse model data to be 

interpolated into a two-dimensional geo-electric cross-section.  The horizontal resolution of 

NanoTEM data then becomes a function of two things: 1) the transmitter loop size; and, 2) the 

lateral variability of the geologic layers.  The more consistent the formations are laterally, the 

mathematical interpolation and contouring of the one-dimensional sounding data can reflect 

variations on a relatively tight scale (i.e., less than 40 feet).  Structures such as faults, shear 

zones, and fracture zones, generally known to contain greater water content, can be imaged 

because of the wide affect they have on uniform lithology.  However, independent fractures or 

joints may go undetected unless significantly different formation (or water) properties exist in 

the area of a single, narrow subsurface structure.  The presence of water bearing zones within the 

uniform lithologic formations generally changes the conductivity, but the characteristics of the 

water are important.  Total dissolved solids, brine and other contaminants in significant 

concentrations can provide a sufficient contrast from the background geologic signature to allow 

saturated water bearing zones to be mapped with the NanoTEM method.  It is important to 

integrate the existing geologic, hydrogeologic, and borehole geophysical data into the modeling 

of NanoTEM data.  This integration of data was done for AMS #4 geophysical data in order to 

constrain the one-dimensional inverse modeling, the two-dimensional interpolation, and the final 

interpretation of the NanoTem data. 
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Data processing for NanoTEM data was performed using proprietary software developed 

at Zonge Engineering and Research Organization.  The manual, detailing software operation and 

design, for NanoTEM data processing is available from Zonge upon request. 

ZETA (Zonge Electrical Tomography Acquisition) 

The other geophysical survey technique that was used at AMS #4 is an electrical 

resistivity (ER) and induced polarization (IP) survey technique, where the data was acquired in 

the dipole-dipole configuration using the ZETA technique. 

In the dipole-dipole electrode configuration, a controlled electrical signal is transmitted 

into the ground via a grounded dipole consisting of two current electrodes.  At varying distances 

from the current dipole the electrical signal is received at a different grounded dipole, called a 

“receiver” or “potential” electrode, the signal is recorded digitally by the microprocessor 

controlled electronics.  The grounded dipole has two electrodes with constant spacing, referred to 

as the “a” spacing; and, the distance between the transmitting and receiving dipoles is spaced at 

integer multiples of “a”.  One electrical property of the subsurface that can be measured in this 

manner is called resistivity; a change in subsurface resistivity (the ability of the subsurface to 

conduct electrical current) affects the strength of the received signal.  A different electrical 

property is called chargeability, or IP.  A change in IP, the ability of material in the subsurface to 

polarize at subsurface interfaces, affects the shape or timing of the received waveform. 

Variations in subsurface moisture content, porosity, permeability, and soil or rock type 

can all affect resistivity measurements.  Cultural features (man-made features such as fencing, 

power lines, and pipelines can all affect resistivity measurements.  The former missile site is 

relatively free of man-made cultural features (aside from fencing) and did not affect data quality 

in a significant manner. 

The transmitted signal along the ER surveys was a 0.5 Hz time domain signal (50% duty 

cycles).  Eight cycles were stacked and averaged to comprise one measurement.  All 

measurements were repeated at least one additional time to establish repeatability of data.  

Adverse affects from cultural features were minimized through proper placement of survey lines.  

At each station, electrodes consisting of tin-coated copper grounding braids were buried 
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approximately two-inches deep in the soil.  Once a spread of 30 electrodes was in place and 

connected to the geophysical data processor data was acquired.  A laptop computer was used to 

control the measurements and switching of electrodes along the survey line, storing each 

measurement along with standard error of the mean (SEM) statistics to memory.  Both data sets 

(IP and ER) were acquired simultaneously. 

Data processing for electrical resistivity and induced polarization data acquired using the 

ZETA technique was performed using proprietary software developed by Zonge Engineering and 

Research Organization.  A manual detailing the procedure for processing ZETA collected data is 

available from Zonge, upon request. 

 

DATA ACQUISITION 

Data acquisition for the NanoTEM surveys were directed along nine separate lines across 

the entire site (L1 through L9), and data acquired for the ZETA surveys were collected along six 

separate lines (Z1 through Z6).  Orientation of each survey line was dependent on several 

factors: 1) the overall regional geological trend from west to east; and, 2) the established 

locations of groundwater monitoring wells; and, 3) additional areas where there is little to no 

borehole, groundwater, or geophysical data.  By positioning geophysical survey lines to intersect 

with previously established and constructed monitoring wells we were able to more easily 

integrate and correlate data and information obtained from each well with geophysical data along 

each survey line. 

NanoTEM survey lines N-1, N-2, and N-3 have a predominantly SE to NW orientation 

across AMS #4; line N-4 begins, at the south end, heading from SE to NW and then turns to the 

NE halfway through the survey line following the general contours of the topography; lines N-5, 

N-6, and N-7 are oriented predominately north to south, line N-8 serves as an east to west 

connection between N-2 and N-3, and N-9 is oriented SW to NE.  Survey line N-1 intersects 

monitoring wells MW-32, MW-27, and MW-26, progressing from south to north, respectively.  

Line N-2 intersects, again from south to north, monitoring wells MW-08, MW-07, and MW-28.  

Line N-3 intersects just two monitoring wells, head south to north, MW-06 and MW-05.  Survey 
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line N-4 mimics a “dog leg” right, beginning from the south and intersecting MW-19 and 

proceeding north for approximately 1000 feet and then proceeding to the NE towards the “Hall 

Well”.  Lines N-5, N-6, and N-7 are relatively short survey lines that run north to south and do 

not intersect any monitoring well.  Survey Line N-8 is oriented east to west and intersects N-3 at 

MW-05 and N-2 at MW-28.  Line N-9 is oriented from SW to NE and does not intersect any 

monitoring wells.  All NanoTEM surveys were conducted with either a 40-foot or a 50-foot 

transmitter loop. 

ZETA survey line orientations were based off NanoTEM data acquired prior to 

conducting ZETA surveys.  The majority of ZETA lines were oriented along NanoTEM lines, 

but some were oriented toward areas where there was minimal borehole (geologic) or 

groundwater data and little to no NanoTEM data; this was done in order to develop a more 

complete understanding of the subsurface at AMS #4.  ZETA line Z-1 was oriented from SE to 

NW between NanoTEM lines N-2 and N-3.  Line Z1 begins at MW-06, along line N-3 and 

proceeds NW to MW-28, along line N-2 and continues past N-2 following a NW trend for 

approximately 550 additional feet.  ZETA survey line Z-2 approximates the orientation of the 

southern portion of line N-4.  Line Z-3 follows line N-3 exclusively, starting at approximately 

300 feet south of MW-06 and ending at approximately 1575 feet north of MW-06.  Survey line 

Z-4 is oriented from SE to NW and intersects lines N-4, at the start of the “dog-leg”, and N-9 at 

approximately the center of the line.  Line Z-5 begins at approximately MW-05 along line N-3 

and proceeds NW for approximately 2225 feet.  Line Z-6 approximately bisects the distance 

between the northern half of N-4 and N-9, and is similarly oriented SE to NW.  All ZETA 

surveys were conducted at an electrode spacing of approximately 25 feet and a dipole size of 75 

feet. 

DATA QUALITY 

Standard Zonge field procedure requires that the receiver operator make multiple 

measurements of each data point while monitoring real-time standard-error values displayed on 

the screen of the receiver.  For both NanoTEM and ZETA data acquisition, multiple waveforms 

are stacked and averaged to reduce random noise in the data blocks, and all data blocks are 
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repeated at least once to establish data repeatability. All individual blocks are recorded and saved 

digitally, along with standard error of the mean values. The data quality is monitored in the field 

by the receiver operator.  Data quality for this project ranged from fair to excellent with respect 

to standard error of the mean (SEM) and block repeatability; specific stations where data were 

adversely affected by cultural noise is described in detail below in the line-by-line discussion.  

CULTURAL CONTAMINATION 

Cultural contamination of the geophysical data can include the effects of power lines, 

metallic pipelines, radio transmitters, metallic fences, or other man-made conductive objects that 

either generate electrical noise or alter the transmitted or received signal or EM field in the 

vicinity of the survey. At the AMS#4 site, the cultural features include fences that intersected the 

survey lines and suspected utility lines, particularly in the vicinity of the buildings in the western 

half of the site. Specific cultural problems are discussed below, but in general, the NanoTEM 

data appeared to be more influenced by culture near the buildings than the Zeta data.  

After the surface geophysical survey was completed, Zonge received two maps which 

indicated the presence of buried water pipelines in the survey area. Although the pipelines are 

assumed to be small, they could cause spurious effects if they are metallic and if located within a 

few feet of an electrode (in the ZETA survey) or if they were parallel and close to the side of a 

NanoTEM wire loop. The maps gave contradictory information about the pipeline locations, so 

Zonge returned to the AMS#4 site with an EM61 system in order to verify the presence or 

absence of metallic pipelines. The EM61 system is manufactured by Geonics Limited, of 

Mississauga, Canada , and is a modified transient electromagnetic (TEM) survey instrument.  

This type of survey involves transmitting a 25% duty cycle, time domain, square-wave signal 

into an ungrounded loop of wire.  This square wave signal alternates between positive and zero 

voltages, at a frequency of 75 Hz.  The measurements are made when the transmitter is off, that 

is, when the transmitter voltage is zero.  During these times, decaying magnetic fields from 

subsurface metal conductors can be measured.  In the EM61 system, these magnetic fields are 

detected in up to two horizontal ungrounded loops of wire.  The measurements are made at a 

fixed time, or time-gate, after the background earth response has decayed, but while decaying 
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secondary fields from strong conductors, such as metallic objects, are still detectable.  Since it is 

a small TEM instrument, using loops only 1-meter by ½-meter in size, and it measures only late 

time data, the EM61 is relatively insensitive to variations in ground resistivities, and therefore 

only responds only to metallic objects (both ferrous and non-ferrous metals).  EM61 data can not 

normally be used to discriminate metal types (copper, steel, etc.), thus interpretation is usually 

based on the size, shape, and strength of anomalous features.  

EM61 data were acquired along Zeta Lines 2, 4, and 6, NanoTEM Line 2, and portions of 

NanoTEM Line 9. Data were also acquired in the general area north of the main road into the 

AMS#4 site. Although suspected utilities near the AMS#4 buildings were detected, as well as a 

few small, isolated pieces of metallic debris on the surface, there was no indication of the 

pipelines shown on the maps provided to Zonge. This suggests that the pipelines are no longer in 

place, or are not metallic, and therefore are not the source of anomalies in the NanoTEM and 

ZETA data. The ranch manager indicated that the main waterline from the Kennedy Well going 

south is constructed of PVC, which would not be detected by the EM61 survey technique. 

SURVEY STATION LOCATIONS 

Stations were located in the field using measurement chains or pre-cut wires, with 

compass or GPS for line bearings. Once established, GPS data were acquired by the field crew 

using hand-held Garmin GPS or a Trimble Asset Surveyor GPS. GPS positions were acquired at 

each NanoTEM loop center; for ZETA lines, positions were acquired at numerous electrodes on 

the lines, and positions were interpolated from the acquired positions. Although positions are 

usually self-consistent on a given day, these horizontal positions should be assumed to be no 

more accurate than a few meters, and accuracy may vary from day-to-day depending on terrain 

and satellite accessibility. Vertical positions (elevations) are also usually consistent on a given 

day, but are traditionally less accurate, and may be 10s of meters off.  Unrealistic erratic points 

were not used in the modeling. For reference purposes, GPS data were also acquired for fixed 

features such as wells, roads, and fences. The location maps (Plates 1 and 2) show the field 

crew’s horizontal x-y GPS positions, in addition to locations provided by the USACE; agreement 
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between the two data sets is good. In addition, the field crew’s GPS positions of features visible 

on the aerial photograph and USGS topographic map are also in good agreement.  

Since the elevation data from the field crew’s GPS were less accurate, and therefore in 

conflict with the well elevations provided by USACE, modeling of the surface geophysical data 

used elevations from the USGS topographic sheets rather than the field crew’s GPS data. The 

USGS elevations are in good agreement with the USACE data at all wells except MW05 and 

MW19, where it is assumed that road building and/or leveling has altered the surface elevation. 

(The USGS elevation for the MW05 location is 7260 feet, versus 7240 feet from the USACE, 

and the USGS elevation for the MW19 location is 7205 feet, versus 7164 feet from the USACE.) 

For modeling purposes, the USACE elevations were used for the stations at and adjacent to these 

two wells.  

DATA PROCESSING: NANOTEM 

Data processing for NanoTEM data is performed with software developed at Zonge 

Engineering and Research Organization.  The software is proprietary.  The processing flow is 

shown in following flow chart (next page).  Three main programs are used, SHRED, which pre-

processes raw field data, TEMAVG which does the computational modeling, and ZPLOT which 

creates the 1D geo-electric models.  The manual for this software can be made available from 

Zonge upon request. 
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TEM Data Processing Flow Using SHRED, TEMAVG, and ZPLOT 

 

SMOOTH-MODEL INVERSION: NANOTEM 

Smooth-model inversion is a robust method for converting TEM measurements to 

profiles of resistivity versus depth. Observed TEM time and dB/dt magnitude data for each 

station are used to determine the parameters of a layered-earth model. Layer thicknesses are 

fixed by calculating source-field penetration depths for each window time. Layer resistivities are 
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then adjusted iteratively until the model TEM response is as close as possible to observed data, 

consistent with smoothness constraints set by the data processor. The smoothness constraints 

limit resistivity variation from layer to layer.  

The result of the TEM smooth-model inversion is a set of estimated resistivities which 

vary smoothly with depth. Lateral variation is determined by inverting successive stations along 

a survey line. Results for a complete line are presented in cross section form by contouring 

model resistivities.  For contouring, resistivity values are placed at the midpoint of each layer, 

forming a column below every station; the columns for an array representing a cross section of 

resistivity. Smooth-model inversion does not require nay a priori estimates of model parameters.  

The smooth-model inversion program used for this data is called STEMINV, written by 

Dr. Scott MacInness of Zonge Engineering.  

DATA PROCESSING: ZETA 

Data processing for electrical resistivity and induced polarization data acquired using the 

ZETA technique was performed with the flow sequence shown below. The programs were 

developed at Zonge Engineering Research Organization and are proprietary.  ZETA data are 

processed through the SHRED program initially to pre-process raw field data, then TDAVG and 

TSDIP to computationally model (in 2D) the resistivity or induced polarization data.  Two-

dimensional plots are generated using either standard (over-the-counter) GEOSOFT tools or 

through Zonge’s ZPLOT package.  The manual for performing ZETA data processing can be 

made available upon request.  
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ZETA Data Processing Flow Using SHRED, TDAVG, AVG-GDAT, ZPLOT and 

GEOSOFT Programs 

SMOOTH-MODEL INVERSION: ZETA 

The final model cross sections presented here for the ZETA resistivity are the smooth-

model inversion results of the dipole-dipole data.  Since the dipole-dipole array is not a vertical 

sounding method, a buried IP responder or change in resistivity can affect measurements that are 

not directly over the responder, making the interpretation of location, size, and depth very 

difficult. Briefly, smooth-model inversion mathematically “back-calculates” (or “inverts”) from 
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the measured data to determine a likely location, size and depth of the source or sources of IP 

and resistivity changes. The results of the smooth-model inversion are intentionally gradational, 

rather than showing abrupt, “blocky” changes in the subsurface.  

The inversion results should not be considered a unique solution, and some ambiguity 

remains in any mathematical representation of the data. The likelihood that the interpretation is 

correct increases with corroborating information, of course.  The smooth-model inversion 

program is called “TS2DIP”, written by Dr. Scott MacInnes of Zonge Engineering & Research 

Organization.   

DATA PRESENTATION 

Data are presented as color cross sections of resistivity from the smooth-model inversion 

process. Station numbers are shown across the top of the cross section, and elevation (in feet) is 

down the side of the section. With the exception of the 3D perspective plot in Figure 2, the 

horizontal-to-vertical ratio of these plots is 1:1. The data (apparent resistivities in ohm-meters) 

are contoured and shaded on a logarithmic scale, and all plots have been contoured and shaded 

using the same scale. On these plots, trends toward “warm colors” (yellow, orange, red) indicate 

low resistivities, and “cool” colors (green, blue) indicated high resistivities.  

For the ZETA lines, each line plot includes the cross section from the 2D smooth-model 

inversion result (top image in each plot), the raw resistivity in traditional pseudosection format 

(center) and the calculated results in pseudosection format (bottom). Comparison of the raw and 

calculated pseudosection plots (center and bottom) is a useful method for evaluating how well 

the mathematical model fits the raw data.  

For the NanoTEM lines, the cross sections are a 2D presentation of the 1D smooth-model 

inversion results.  

It is important to note that gridding process extends the model section, particularly 

toward deeper data, and in order to model the data itself, the smooth-model inversion process 

contains cells that extend beyond the ends of the lines (in the case of the ZETA lines) and 

beyond the normal depth of the investigation; these “outlying cells” are necessary in the 
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mathematical modeling process. For the sake of completeness, the plots included here contain 

the outlying cells, as well as the extension of the gridding, but the results in these areas should be 

considered very tentative. For example, the deepest part of the plots, particularly for NanoTEM 

data, show strong changes toward very resistive or very conductive values; the trends (toward 

higher or lower resistivity) are usually valid, but the strength of those changes should be 

considered to be an artifact of the modeling and gridding routines.  

Digital data files, as well as Figure bitmaps (BMP) are included on a CD-ROM in a 

pocket on the inside back cover. See the file named ReadMe.doc on the data disk for a 

description of contents.  

RESULTS 

The purpose of this survey was to gain a better understanding of the lithologic and 

structural controls that may influence groundwater flow within the source area and immediately 

down-gradient of the source area, as well as the Cow Camp well located approximately five 

miles east of the aforementioned source area.   

General Notes- Although the two surface geophysical data sets (NanoTEM and ZETA) 

show very similar general results at AMS#4, some variation between the results of the two 

methods are expected, since the methods have several inherent differences. ZETA resistivity is a 

geometry-dependent galvanic method and is modeled with a 2D program, while NanoTEM is an 

inductive sounding method which is modeled with a 1D program. As a result, some subsurface 

features are more easily detected in one dataset than the other. For example, a thin low resistivity 

layer in the near surface is clearly evident in the NanoTEM data on Line 4 from approximately 

the northeast end of the line to approximately station 217, but is less well defined in nearby 

ZETA Line 6. The TEM method sometimes tends to couple into flat-lying conductors better than 

a 2D galvanic method. In addition, the deeper data in the NanoTEM survey tend to be more 

variable than the ZETA results, since the NanoTEM results are 1D, and therefore less smooth; in 

addition the deeper NanoTEM data correspond to later times in the decay curve, when signal 

strength is at a minimum, resulting in noisier data. Both methods are sensitive to cultural 
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contamination, but in different ways, thus some cultural features may affect one survey method 

but not the other.  

For purposes of this discussion, the significant resistivity change from moderately high 

resistivities to lower resistivities that is evident in most downhole resistivity logs is generally 

assumed to be the contact between the Ogallala and the underlying White River formation. 

Based on general information about the area, as well as the borehole information from the 

USACE, this is probably a good approximation, but it is important to note that this significant 

resistivity decrease in the downhole logs does not always coincide with a contact between two 

specific lithologies, and even occasionally occurs within a given lithology (i.e., not at an 

interpreted contact between lithologies). A good example of this is the borehole geophysics and 

interpreted lithology for MW-05 (RAS Figure 2).  

To extrapolate the Ogallala/White River contact from the borehole interpretations along 

the surface geophysical lines, the resistivity curve shapes (from the surface geophysics) in the 

vicinity of several wells have been examined, and characteristics of the curve shape that fit the 

borehole position for the top of the White River are used to estimate the contact at other 

locations along the survey lines. On the cross sections discussed below, this significant resistivity 

change is shown as a horizontal black diamond below each station at the interpreted elevation. In 

most cases, this probably represents the Ogallala/White River contact, but it is important to note 

that in some areas, there may be multiple points on a given resistivity curve that meet the 

selected criteria, and the automated picking routine may therefore denote more than one point.  

As noted above, resistivity changes can occur within a given lithology, which contributes to 

some ambiguity in the interpretation.  

ZETA Line 1- Line Z-1 extended from approximately MW-06 to the northwest, past 

MW-28. The resistivity cross section and data are shown in Plate 3. The strong resistivity change 

associated with the top of the White River formation does not mimic the surface topography on 

this line; the overlying Ogallala is relatively thin in the vicinity of Drainage B (centered at station 

500) and thickens to the southeast and northwest. This is consistent with borehole information 

from the USACE, which indicates depth to the White River is 108 feet on the southeast end of 
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the line at MW-06 and 94 feet on the northwest end of the line at MW-28, but only 43 feet at 

MW-29 in the center of the line.  

Moderately low resistivities are seen in the White River formation centered at stations 

375 and 625, straddling Drainage B. Decreased resistivities at depth in the White River 

associated with Drainage B is consistent with data on Lines Z-2, Z-3, N-3, and N-4, which also 

intersect this drainage. A very weak change toward slightly lower resistivities is also seen in the 

White River centered below station 1100.  

ZETA Line 2- Line Z-2 was centered on MW-19, located in the southwestern part of the 

AMS survey area. The resistivity cross section and data are shown in Plate 4.  The resistivity 

change associated with the top of the White River formation is somewhat more variable on this 

line than on other lines, apparently deepening to 190 feet in the vicinity of station 450, but 

appearing quite variable and shallow in the central part of the line. In the vicinity of MW-19, the 

resistivity change occurs at approximately 60 feet, in reasonable agreement with the borehole 

information (67 feet in the USACE data).  

A strong low resistivity anomaly is evident in the White River formation centered at 

station 775. Based on the shape of the anomaly in the raw pseudosection, this anomaly is not the 

result of a very shallow feature. This anomaly is very similar to anomalous features that are seen 

where Lines Z-3, N-3, and N-4 cross this same surface drainage (Drainage B). 

Since one of the maps provided to Zonge showed the possibility of a buried water line in 

this general area, EM-61 data were acquired along the length of Line Z-2. One metallic anomaly 

(due to visible surface debris) was evident in the vicinity of station 325, but no other anomalous 

features were detected along the length of the line. The absence of an EM-61 anomaly in the 

vicinity of the strong resistivity anomaly at station 775, in addition to the absence of an IP 

anomaly at that location, strongly indicates that the anomaly associated with Drainage B on this 

line is not the result of a shallow cultural object such as a pipeline.  

ZETA Line 3- Line Z-3 was a north-south line, extending from south of MW-06 to north 

of MW-05. The resistivity cross section and data are shown in Plate 5.  Like Z-1 and Z-2, this 

line also crossed Drainage B, and a distinct low resistivity anomaly is again associated with the 
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drainage (centered at approximately station 575) in the data below the contact between the 

Ogallala and the White River formations.  

The resistivity change associated with the top of the White River is fairly well defined on 

this line, although in the vicinity of MW-05, the auto-pick of this resistivity change is erratic on a 

station-to-station basis. On the north end of the line, from approximately station 1425 to the end 

of the line, the resistivity change is shown as being very shallow; this probably indicates that 

there is a conductive layer within the Ogallala that is producing a resistivity change that is strong 

enough to be misinterpreted as the transition to the White River formation.  

Moderately low resistivities are evident in the White River from approximately station 

1200 to station 1425. This is coincident with the intersection of the line and a fence, but 

examination of the raw data suggests that this change is not the result of a surface feature. A 

third weak low resistivity anomaly is seen in the White River beneath station 1550, and probably 

correlates with narrow low resistivity anomalies seen at this location on N-3 at station 38.  

ZETA Line 4- Line Z-4 was oriented from S-SE to N-NW and was acquired primarily to 

obtain data across Drainages C and D. This line crossed a fence, which does not appear to have 

had any effect on the data. The significant change in resistivity associated with the top of the 

White River indicates that the Ogallala is probably not present north of approximately station 

1650 on this line. Note that at numerous stations along this line, there are shallow equivalent 

changes in resistivity within the Ogallala that could be misinterpreted as the top of the White 

River.  

Low resistivity anomalies in the White River are associated with both Drainages C and 

D. Drainage C, the southern of the two, exhibits the weaker change of the two, although it is 

broader. A much stronger, narrow low resistivity anomaly is seen at station 1275 (at Drainage 

D). A fairly strong low resistivity anomaly is also seen centered at station 1950, approximately 

200 feet northwest of the main road into AMS#4 site. This location does not correspond to a 

wash or local topographic low, but may correlate with a low resistivity anomaly seen on Z-5, 

also located approximately 200 feet north of the same road.  
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ZETA Line 5- Line Z-5 parallels Line Z-4, and is approximately 1600 feet to the west. 

This line crosses the same fence as Z-4; a moderately weak low resistivity anomaly is seen 

centered on the fence, but based on the raw data pseudosection, the fence is probably not the 

source of this anomaly.  

Neither Drainage C nor D continues far enough west to intersect this line, but a shallow 

local topographic low is centered at station 800, where the line crosses the same main road into 

the AMS#4 site as Line Z-4. No resistivity anomalies are associated with this local topographic 

low, but a strong low resistivity anomaly at depth in the White River formation is seen 

approximately 200 feet north of the road centered at about station 1000, similar to what was seen 

on Line Z-4. This suggests the possibility that the local shallow topographic low (which the road 

follows into the AMS site) may be similar at depth to other drainages in the area.  

A moderately low resistivity anomaly is also seen centered at station 1425 at depth in the 

White River formation. North of station 1525, there is probably no Ogallala at the surface, based 

on the change to low resistivities. North of station 1625, the broad topographic low associated 

with Lone Tree Creek is dominated by low resistivities.  

ZETA Line 6- Line Z-6 was a short line in the northeast part of the survey area crossing 

Lone Tree Creek, in order to determine resistivities beneath this major drainage feature; the 

results are shown in Plate 8. Raw resistivities are all relatively low compared to the main survey 

area, as expected, and the cross section model results suggest a variable, broken up subsurface. 

Very low resistivities are seen beneath stations 325, 550, and 700. The line crosses Lone Tree 

Creek at station 450. North of station 775, the Ogallala probably reappears at the surface as the 

line continues uphill out of the Lone Tree Creek topographic low even though resistivities on this 

north side of the creek are not as high as on the south, and the automated picking does not quite 

detect the curve parameters used to identify the White River contact on the lines south of the 

creek.  

NanoTEM Line 1- Line N-1 was the furthest west line, crossing past MW-32, MW-27, 

and MW-26; the results are shown in Plate 9. The line intersects the east-west fence near station 

50, and both stations 50 and 60 (the adjacent station) may be adversely affected. Stations 10, 12, 

13, 15, and 21 are also almost certainly affected by buried utilities, as these stations show very 
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low resistivities and are coincident with linear features visible on the aerial photograph of the site 

(Plate 1). These linear features extend between the control building to the other three main 

buildings, and anomalies are seen in the NanoTEM data each time a line crosses these linears. 

Station 31 also shows very low resistivities, coincident with a road running between two the site 

buildings; it is possible there is a buried utility line of some sort along the road that is the source 

of this anomaly.  

In general, resistivities on this line are lower south of station 27 than north, but this is 

also the part of the line that is the most culturally dense. The top of the White River formation 

appears to be moderately well defined, and north of station 27, resistivities in the White River 

increase begin to increase below an elevation of approximately 7150 feet.  

NanoTEM Line 2- Line N-2 was approximately north-south, passing MW-08, MW-30, 

MW-07, and MW-28 (see Plate 10). Anomalous stations are again seen near roads and linear 

features (as discussed above) at stations 23, 26, and 28-29; these low resistivities are probably 

the result of the cultural influences.  

The significant resistivity change associated with the top of the White River formation 

seems to mimic the topography at most locations along this line, and with the exception of MW-

08, is in relatively good agreement with the data provide by the USACE. At MW-08, the top of 

the White River formation is reported in the USACE’s Table 3-5 as 156 feet, but the NanoTEM 

data indicate the resistivity change occurs at a depth of approximately 64 feet.  (The NanoTEM 

data do correlate well with the well log resistivity data from RAS, however, which indicate that 

the most significant resistivity change occurs at a depth of approximately 59 feet.) At this 

location, stations 18 through 22 are more resistive than stations to the south in the depth range of 

100 feet to about 200 feet, suggesting that locally there is a more resistive block of White River 

formation in this area. 

Low resistivities are seen in the White River formation at the two stations just south of 

MW-08; this location is near a road, thus the anomaly could be the result of some unidentified 

cultural feature. Low resistivities are also seen in the White River at stations 50 and 51, just 

north of the main road into the AMS site, and weakly at stations 57 and 58, approximately 400 
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feet north of the road. Either of these anomalous areas may correlate with the low resistivity 

anomaly seen on Line Z-5 approximately 200 feet north of the road.  

NanoTEM Line 3- Line N-3 runs south-to-north past MW-06 and MW-05 (see Plate 11). 

The dominant feature on N-3 is the low resistivity anomaly in the White River formation 

associated with Drainage B, consistent with the strong anomaly at this location on Line Z-3. A 

strong anomaly is also seen at station 31, near MW-05, but examination of the raw data at this 

location suggests that this anomaly is the result metallic culture, and probably does not reflect a 

valid change in subsurface resistivity.  

Stations 23 through 27 also show low resistivities in the White River formation on this 

line, however, the data on Z-3 in this area are not anomalously low. The reasons for this 

contradiction are not clear; the map and aerial photo show no visible culture in this area, and the 

field crew noted no culture. Examination of the raw NanoTEM data do not indicate cultural noise 

(like station 31 above, for example), although the data in this area is somewhat noisier (less 

repeatable) than other areas. The validity and source of this anomalous area is uncertain, and 

additional data at this location would be necessary to properly interpret it. 

Narrow, single station low resistivity anomalies are noted at stations 38, 40, 46, and 52; 

the anomaly at station 38 correlates with the small anomaly at station 1575 on Line Z-3.  

NanoTEM Line 4- Line N-4 is on the eastern part of the AMS survey site, running from 

south to north past MW-19 and bending to the northeast past the Hall well (see Plate 12). This 

line crosses all four drainages, in addition to Lone Tree Creek. Similar to the other lines, there is 

a low resistivity anomaly in the White River formation where the line crosses Drainage B. Also 

similar to Line Z-4, a weaker low resistivity anomaly is associated with Drainage C. Drainage D, 

at station 212, does not show anomalous values in the White River, although Line Z-4 was 

anomalous where it crossed Drainage D at a different location. It is noted that there are some low 

resistivities southwest of Drainage D at stations 217 and 220; the surface location of Drainage D 

on this line is on top of a large resistive block (discussed below), which may be the reason that it 

is not evident in the White River as a low resistivity anomaly. 
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There are numerous other one-to-two station low resistivity anomalies in the White River 

along this line; while these may represent valid, low resistivity zones, there is no apparent 

connection to other features on other lines.  

Also of interest on this line is a segment of the line between station 196 and station 216. 

At depths below 75 feet, this area is more uniform laterally and higher in resistivity than the rest 

of the line, giving the appearance of a large resistive block of White River formation extending 

from Drainage D to the vicinity of the Hall Well. A similar area, but weaker, is also seen on Line 

N-9 to the west.  

The significant resistivity change associated with the top of the White River suggests that 

the White River is probably at the surface or very shallow from approximately station 205 to 

station 190; north of Lone Tree Creek, the Ogallala appears to return at about station 189, and is 

present from there to the northeast end of the line.  

NanoTEM Line 7- Line N-7 was a short line near MW-24; Plate 13 shows the results for 

this line. The northern half of the line shows very low resistivities at depths below 100 feet; this 

area is several hundred feet north of the main road, and is consistent with anomalies seen north 

of the road on other lines.  

The significant resistivity change that is associated with the top of the White River 

formation is very shallow or non-existent, indicating little or no Ogallala formation on this line. 

However, downhole information from the USACE for MW-24 indicates that the depth to the 

White River formation is 72 feet at this location.  

NanoTEM Line 8- Line N-8 was a short line running from near MW-28 on the west to 

MW-05 on the east; the results are shown in Plate 14. Stations 395, 402, 404, and 407 were are 

all very noisy or showed unrealistic curve shapes, and were not included in the modeling. The 

other stations show a very uniform near-surface, with uniformly low resistivities in the White 

River formation. The noisy stations, combined with the fact that this 1000-foot stretch of data is 

different from most other lines in that the deep data is so conductive, is of concern. It is possible 

there is some unidentified cultural feature running along or very near the length of the line, such 

as a pipe line or buried power line.  
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NanoTEM Line 9- Line N-9 ran from the east end of Line 8 northeast past the Kennedy 

Well. The results are shown in Plate 15. The fence between stations 413 and 414 appears to have 

caused a strong low resistivity anomaly in this area; data at both 413 and 414 are particularly 

noisy. Several other stations on this line were excluded from the models due to very strong noise 

or unrealistic curve shapes (stations 419, 426, 427 432, 455, 469, 470, and 471).  

The significant resistivity change associated with the top of the White River formation is 

relatively uniform in depth from the southwest end of the line to about station 428. This location 

is very close to the same topographic elevation on other lines corresponding to where the White 

River formation is at or very near the surface. However, from approximately station 428 to 445, 

the data are laterally uniform and more resistive than the rest of the line at depths from 

approximately 75 feet to 250 feet; there are similarities between this area and the resistive block 

on Line N-4 discussed above (stations 196 to 216). Within this laterally uniform block on Line 

N-9, a vertical change is noted that could be considered an alternative interpretation for the top 

of the White River formation. Downhole information from nearby well MW-24 indicates a depth 

to the top of the White River as 72 feet; this is more consistent with the NanoTEM alternate pick 

of approximately 90 feet, compared to the primary pick which indicates that the White River 

formation is at the surface.  

Low resistivity anomalies in the White River on this line include stations 423 and 447; in 

addition, the topographically low area containing Lone Tree Creek is laterally variable, with 

strong low resistivity features at station 453-454, 461-462, and 465-466. This is similar to other 

lines which extend into the Lone Tree Creek area.  

Note that this line does not show a low resistivity anomaly in the White River formation 

several hundred feet north of the main road, as other lines have. Station 446 is anomalously low; 

this location is about 400 feet from the road.  

Cow Camp- Two north-south lines of NanoTEM data were acquired approximately 5 

miles east of the AMS#4 site at the location known as Cow Camp. Plate 16 shows the station 

location on the USGS topographic map. Cow Camp is several hundred feet lower in elevation 

than the AMS# 4 site.  Lone Tree Creek, located in the northern part of the AMS#4 survey area 

extends to the Cow Camp survey area, and is approximately ¼ mile north of the northern ends of 
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the Cow Camp lines. N-5 was acquired using 50 by 50 foot transmitter loops. Stations 269 

through 302 on Line N-6 also used 50 by 50 foot loops, but on stations 303 through 319, 100 by 

100 foot loops were used to increase the depth of investigation.  

Both lines show generally higher resistivities than the data at the AMS#4 site. Plates 17 

and 18 show the smooth-model inversion results for these two lines. Resistivities at the surface 

are generally 40 to 60 ohm-meters, and continue to increase with depth at most stations, unlike 

the AMS# 4 site where a sharp decrease in resistivities is evident across most of the survey area.  

Line N-5 shows low resistivities in the deepest data below stations 328 to 333; this is the 

vicinity of a drainage and steep topography. The low resistivities that are evident at depth appear 

to be deeper than anomalies associated with drainages at the AMS#4 survey area, however.  

Numerous stations of the 50-foot data on Line 6 show strong low resistivities at depth, 

but these appear to be noise-related. Like Line N-5, the 100-foot data on Line N-6 also show 

resistivities generally increasing with depth to a depth of approximately 150 to 200 feet, below 

which resistivities decrease gradually. No strong low resistivity anomalies are evident in this 

data.   

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The surface geophysical data at the AMS#4 location appear to be of good quality and 

correlate well with most of the background information available to Zonge. Some of the 

resistivity anomalies are likely associated with fluid flow characteristics, such as the low 

resistivity anomalies associated with Drainage B, but some ambiguity remains with respect to the 

line-to-line connectivity of the resistivity anomalies as a result of the large line separations and 

the possibility of cultural features in and around the site buildings that were not noted in the field 

or during follow-up “pipe location” survey.  The interpretation of the current data set can be 

strengthened by: the addition of background data (utility maps or shallow utility surveys such as 

the EM-61 performed along selected lines); additional boreholes at key selected locations - such 

as at or between resistivity anomalies associated with drainages; or, additional surface 

geophysical lines - such as fill-in lines between the existing lines in anomalous areas or cross 

lines to tie the current data together.  If additional surface geophysical data are acquired at this 
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site, it may be useful to expand the ZETA array to use dipoles of 100 feet at AMS#4, and 100 to 

150 feet at the Cow Camp location.  

 

Respectfully Submitted,  

 
Phil Sirles      Norman Carlson 
Managing Geophysicist    Chief Geophysicist 
Zonge Geosciences, Inc.    Zonge Engineering and Research Org. 
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